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Mary Raymond was the backbone of the Enamellers Association for
many years.
When I found this in my files I realized that many of our members
would not have known Mary. You may have to vary the dimensions

2017 INTERNATIONAL Historical Enamel Exhibition
In the second half of 2017 enamelling members of the Czech Republic at the Technical Museum in
Brno are preparing a major exhibition devoted to the history of techniques of enamel.
Magdalena Urbanova
( magdalenaurbanova@email.cz ) invites all enamel colleagues to provide
detailed photos or videos documenting their work with historical enamel techniques.
link to the site of the museum: http://www.technicalmuseum.cz/lang/en/

Thank you to Tamiko for her generous offer to take enamelled pieces
to Japan for the exhibition

The characters for the word Shippo, the Japanese word for enamels,
mean “seven treasures,” which, according to a Buddhist sutra, are
gold, silver, lapis, emerald, coral, agate and pearl. (other references

In case you missed this information
Ann Thomson’s new e-mail address is
ann.thomson2257@gmail.com

Preparing Thin Gauge Sheet Copper
to Minimize Warpage as it is Enamelled.
By Edmund Massow
Glass on Metal 5/5 Page 78
If you work with copper sheets that are larger than 25 centimetres, (10 inches) you must
either work with heavier gauge copper or you must stress the metal to minimize warpage.
The following is a method of preparing thin gauge copper to minimize warpage.
Cut the thin gauge copper sheet 1.0 cm (~0,4 inch) longer and wider than
your design calls for. If it is soft copper it isn't necessary to anneal it.
However, if it is a hard sheet, it must be annealed. To anneal, heat the
sheet in your furnace until it turns dark red. Remove it and douse in cold
water. Remove all firescale.
Scribe a line around the sheet .5 cm (~0,2 inch) from each side. Then cut away the four
corners as shown in Fig. 1. Fold each side at a right angle to the main part of the sheet
along the scribed line (see Fig. 2).
The next step is to harden the whole surface. Lay the sheet onto a hard surface with the
newly formed rim facing up. Chase with a middle great ballpein hammer in parallel lines
to the length and width of the sheet. The strokes should be very uniform (Fig. 3).
With a swaging hammer, harden the corners of the sheet. To do this, imagine a diagonal
line that runs from one corner to the opposite corner. Now hammer strokes that are at a 45
degree angle to the diagonal on the left and right sides of the diagonal at each corner (Fig.
4).
Next the inner rim of the sheet should be hardened. With the swaging hammer, set
hammer strokes across the inner rim (Fig. 5).
The copper plate is then slowly heated again in a furnace. When the plate is dark red,
remove it from the furnace and let it cool very slowly. Do not put the sheet in water,
otherwise the desired effect of tension is lost.
Clean the plate of firescale and place it on a hard surface with the rim facing upwards.
Smooth the surface by rubbing hard with a planishing hammer. Turn the plate over and
check to see that the bottom of the rim sets flat and level to the top of the hard surface.
Proper planishing should have raised a slight dome to the front of the plate. If you press
the middle of the dome it should lightly spring back. If you want to grind and polish your
finished enamel, such a domed surface is easier to grind than a flat one. Another advantage
is that in firing, the copper sheet can be fired directly on a grid without special trivets. The
bottom edge of the rim is all that touches the firing rack.
Counter enamel the backside and proceed to enamel the front. It is advantageous to keep
the final enamel thickness to a minimum.

Jimmy Lim has kindly put together a selection of images to illustrate the
differences between Chinese and Japanese enamels. Perhaps other readers
may wish to contribute to this topic, either with information or with more
photographs.

A History of Japanese Cloisonné Enamels ... Gregory Irvine
(These are notes I have made from this book and other sources)
One of the earliest examples of enamelwork in Japan is on a mirror in the
Shosoin, the repository of imperial treasures in Nara. There has been
much discussion over date and provenance of this object: China, Korea &
Japan have all been suggested as places of manufacture with dates
ranging from the C8th to the early C17th .There are few examples of
distinctly Japanese enamelling except for some small door fittings with
enamelled designs in the Phoenix Hall (dedicated in 1053) of the Byodoin
Temple, south of Kyoto, and some others dated 1436-1490 in the
Ginkakuji Temple, in eastern Kyoto.
In the late C16th enamels became more widely used as architectural
fittings, such as door pulls & decorative nail covers. These were usually
champlevé rather than cloisonné.

Door pull
Decorative Nail Cover

The most significant application of true cloisonné enamelling in premodern Japan was in the production of metal fittings for arms and armour.
Under the patronage of the ruling military class metalworkers of the late
C16th produced fine enamel decorations on the fittings associated with the
mounted sword. The finest of these were made by the Hirata school,
founded by Hirata Donin who died in 1646. This school was active through
a subsequent eleven generations, well into the 2nd half of the C19th.

Pommel & collar (fuchi-kashira) from a
sword hilt with applied gold cloisonné
decoration of floral motifs, pine needles
and spirals on a shakudo ground.
Unsigned, Hirata school, 1700-1800
{Shakudo is an alloy of copper with a small
% of gold.This has been patinated to a
blue-black colour.}

A glossary of technical terms relating to ENAMELLING
(sorry, I can’t give you a reference for this list)
Enamel / Enamel is a surface decoration made by applying ground glass to a
foundation, such as metal or ceramic, and then heating it until the glass melts.
Cloisonné / Cloisonné is a form of enamel decoration in which individual colours of
enamel are separated by thin metal walls, which form cells called cloisons.
Shōtai-jippō / 招待七宝 / Plique-à-jour Shōtai-jippō, or plique-a-jour enamel, is
transparent or translucent enamel within metal cloisons but with no underlying
support.
Shōtai-jippō is often made over a metal support that is ground away or etched
away using acid. The resulting object can resemble a stained-glass window.
Doro-jippō / 泥七宝 / Opaque Enamel Doro-jippō,opaque enamel, is coloured enamel
through which no light passes.
Suki-jippō / 隙七宝 / Translucent Enamel Suki-jippō,translucent enamel, is coloured
enamel through which some light passes.
Tomei-jippō / 透明七宝 / Transparent Enamel
Tomei-jippō, transparent enamel, is coloured enamel through which light passes
freely and through which one can see underlying textures, patterns, and colours.
Basse-taille / Basse-taille refers to transparent enamel that is applied over carved
metal or tooled metal foil.
Shippō-yaki / 七宝焼 The Japanese term for enamel decoration of any type, shippō-yaki
is literally translated as “seven jewels fired.” Seven jewels is a term taken from
the Buddhist tradition of pilgrims making offerings of precious gems when
visiting temples.
Gin-bari-jippō / 銀張七宝 Gin-bari-jippō refers to transparent enamel over silver foil laid
over a copper or brass foundation.
Musen-shippō / 無線七宝 Musen-shippō is

often

called“wireless

cloisonne.”

Wire

cloisons are often used in the manufacturing musen pieces, but they are removed
prior
to firing. The result is a more fluid transition from one colour area to another.

Yusen-shippō / 湯銭七宝 Yusen-shippō is the term for standard cloisonne enamel, where
cells for each enamel colour are created with metal strips or wires on a
metalfoundation.
Moriage / 盛上 Moriage is low-relief or “piled-up”enamel. It appears both as an
enhancement of forms in standard cloisonne and as a means of distinguishing
subject matter in musen (wireless cloisonne).
Uchidashi / 打出 Uchidashi is enamel decoration over a surface that has been
hammered from the reverse to create a relief.
Nagare-gusuri / 流薬 Nagare-gusuri refers to the technique of applying enamel frit in
order to capture the appearance of liquified or “flowing” enamel.

If you are looking for workshops to attend consider looking on the web for
The Sydney Jewellery School
<info@sydneyjewelleryschool.com.au>

Minutes of the Enamellers Association meeting 19th February 2016.
Held at Parramatta Holroyd Lapidary Club 73 Fullager Rd Wentworthville.
Apologies:
Lyndan Blackman, Tamiko Hodgson, Carolie O’Conner, Francis
Sun ,Heather Calnan.
Present: Bob Fastovsky, Daphne Beumont, Robin Allen, Jimmy Lim, Sally Aplin, Shirley
Lord, Yvonne Rounds, Margaret Smith, Chris Planeke, Annette Clarke, Rowena Lai, Ann
Thomson.
Minutes of Previous Meeting: read and accepted moved Jimmy sec. Sally.
Matters Arising: Public Liability insurance taken out with Webster Hyde Heath
20,000,000 indemnity. $500 excess. From Feb 1 2016 for 12 months.
Insurance cert. shown to Parramatta Holroyd club. $30 to be paid for use of venue.
Exhibition at Willoughby Council Foyer July 1st set up and opening
Exhibition opening time 5.30pm if possible.
Jimmy requires photos of work to be shown for advertising. Everyone requested to
forward photos to Jimmy by end of March
Ann to ask Willoughby Council if their name needs to be declared on advertising.
Work for exhibition to be taken to Daphne Beumont’s 285a Bobbin Head Rd North
Turramurra at June meeting along with list of work ,numbered and priced including
10% commission for Willoughby council.
Jill Parnell’s Workshop October 7at Jimmy Lim’s Katoomba
$50 deposit
collected from Rowena Lai, Bob Fastovsky , Robin Allan, Annette Clarke, Shirley Lord &
Susan Green, Mark Thomas and Roya Gribbins have already paid.
Jimmy is hosting and providing the workshop venue so will not pay.

Cost is estimated to cost approx. $300, extra will be silver charged on weight of silver
used, and accommodation that individuals will organise themselves. 10 Participants
ideal number. 2 spaces left
Sally Aplin has a workshop for 3 days 15th 16th 17th April at workshop Arts Centre
Willoughby.
Treasurers Report. $5603. Cheque for $30 paid to Parramatta Holroyd Lapidary club
for use of venue.
General Business:
Welcome to new member Chris Planeke
Discussion of venues for future meetings
Western Suburbs Lapidary Club is a possibility in the future
April 30th 1pm Heather Calnan’s 184 Tryon Rd East Lindfield for April Meeting
Please note date change as Heather’s exhibition is on at the Palm House in the
Sydney Botanical Gardens when we chose to hold our meeting
June 18th 11.30am Daphne Beumont’s 285a Bobbin Head Rd Nth. Turramurra
Please bring your work for the exhibition at Willoughby
Heather & Elizabeth Calnan’s exhibition is on in the Palmhouse Sydney Royal Botanical
Gardens March 31st – April 12th 2016.
Meeting closed 12.30pm followed by show and tell and lunch.

If by some chance you have not paid your membership fees
the following page gives you the necessary payment details.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION
PLEASE FIND ENCLOSED $25 FOR MY SUBSCRIPTION
NAME………………………………………………………………………….
ADDRESS………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
PHONE…………………………………………………………………………..

e-mail address……………………………………………………………………

“I agree to have my contact details distributed to other members of the
Enamellers Association.”
SIGNED …………………………………………………………………………….

TREASURER

Bank Account Details Westpac – Sydney Branch

Annette Clarke

Enamellers Association

234 Blackwall Road
Woy Woy 2256

BSB 032044

Account Number 354296

